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Subject: Items of potential interest in Earl Warren Papers

Body:

I shall be handing over to Doug copies of the following records which Eric and I secured from the Earl Warren 

Papers at the LOC last week. Most of what Eric and I pulled for copying purposes concerned autopsy/autopsy 

photo kinds of issues, with a few other things besides. If either of you want to see any of these records, feel 

free to let Doug or I know; otherwise I won't burden you w/additional paper. I'm sure some of this material is 

available already somewhere in the JFK Collection, but I had never previoiusly come across it, so Eric and I 

erred on the side of copying it.[As an aside, some of this material will necessitate minor revisions/addendum 

to my already-classic "WC/Specter Milestones" memo. After these are made, I will put an updated version in 

the file (and give one to Doug, who always flatters me by feigning interest in my successive updates of the 

thing), but I will not throw one in either of your boxes unless requested to do so.]The list, without further ado, 

in rough chronological order (except where related items extend across a longish time-frame):12/9/63 cover 

letter from Dep. AG Katzenbach to Warren, cover letter to FBI Report12/9/63 memo to EW from his aide Bert 

Whittington, re: call from Henry Suydam of LIFE magazine regarding availability of Z-film.12/12/63 letter from 

EW to Suydam, expressing thanks and interest, re: Z-film.05/25/65 letter from EW to AG Katzenbach, re: call 

from Evelyn Lincoln's office to EW's office (on Jackie's behalf) about getting JFK clothes back; EW thought this 

a bad idea, called RFK on it, then conveyed substance of their conversation to Katzenbach in this letter.8/9/66 

letter from Specter to EW, re: proposal that autopsy photos and X-rays by examined by former WC 

Commissioners8/11/66 Acknowledgement by Ex. Sec. to EW of receipt of 8/9 Specter letter2/23/67 letter 

from EW to Specter, replying to 8/9/63 letter, in which EW indicates "I saw them myself and they were 

horrible. The other members of the Commission had no desire to see them."2/27/67 letter from Specter to 

EW, acknowledging and expressing appreciation for 2/23 letter11/2/66 memo from Whittington to EW, re: AP 

and UPI inquiries concerning NYT story of same date indicating EW saw photos and X-rays11/8/66 celebrated 

(by Lifton) Liebeler memo: "Autopsy Photographs and X-Rays of President Kennedy [while Lifton states in Best 

Evidence that he got this document from DOJ in an early-'70s FOIA request (thus indicating its "open" status), 

Doug -- for one -- says he's never seen it]11/16/66 cover letter from Liebeler to Rankin, cc'd to most of known 

universe, re: above memo12/1/66 Rankin reply to Liebeler12/12/66 EW reply to Rankin, who had apparently 

cc'd EW on his reply to Liebeler [oddly, both Rankin and EW misspell Liebeler's name in their respective 

letters]2/4/68 letter from Bernard Geis to former WC Commission John McCloy, re: Josiah Thompson's Six 

Seconds in Dallas 7/6/69 letter from McCloy to EW, enclosing draft reply to Geis and soliciting EW's advice on 

whether or not to send it7/22/69 acknowledgment by EW's office of receipt of McCloy's letter, indicating EW 
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